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Abstract: We here show that the iron-molybdenum (FeMo)-cofactor of the nitrogenase R-70Ile molybdenum-
iron (MoFe) protein variant accumulates a novel S ) 1/2 state that can be trapped during the reduction of
protons to H2. 1,2H-ENDOR measurements disclose the presence of two protons/hydrides (H+/-) whose
hyperfine tensors have been determined from two-dimensional field-frequency 1H ENDOR plots. The two
H+/- have large isotropic hyperfine couplings, Aiso ≈ 23 MHz, which shows they are bound to the cofactor.
The favored analysis for these plots indicates that the two H+/- have the same principal values, which
indicates that they are chemically equivalent. The tensors are further related to each other by a permutation
of the tensor components, which indicates an underlying symmetry of binding relative to the cofactor. At
present, no model for the structure of the iron-molybdenum (FeMo)-cofactor in the S ) 1/2 state trapped
during the reduction of H+ can be shown unequivocally to satisfy all of the constraints generated by the
ENDOR analysis. The data disfavors any model that involves protonation of sulfides, and thus suggests
that the intermediate instead contains two chemically equivalent bound hydrides; it appears unlikely that
these are terminal monohydrides.

Nitrogenase is the metalloenzyme responsible for biological
nitrogen fixation, catalyzing ammonia production with the ideal
stoichiometry of eq 1.1

The molybdenum-dependent nitrogenases represent the most
widely distributed and best-studied class of these enzymes and
comprise two component proteins called the iron (Fe) protein
and the molybdenum-iron (MoFe) protein. The Fe protein
delivers electrons to the MoFe protein in a reaction that is
coupled to the hydrolysis of two equivalents of MgATP for each
electron transferred.2-5 The MoFe protein contains [8Fe-7S] (P)
cluster that accepts electrons from the Fe protein and subse-
quently transfers electrons to the active site-metal cluster iron-

molybdenum (FeMo)-cofactor [7Fe-9S-Mo-X-homocitrate],6,7

where X is an atom of unknown identity but proposed to be a
N.8 In addition to reducing the physiological substrates N2 and
H+, nitrogenase also reduces a range of small compounds having
double or triple bonds, such as acetylene (HCtCH f
H2CdCH2) by multiples of two electrons and two protons.1,9,10

The fundamental question about nitrogenase function remains
unanswered: where do H+ and N2 bind, and what is the
mechanism for H2 and NH3 formation.11 The Mo atom has been
suggested to provide a substrate binding site, and its involvement
is supported by theoretical calculations on FeMo-cofactor
fragments12,13 and reactivity studies with inorganic model
compounds, outside of a protein.14-16 Alternatively, one (or
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more) of the six Fe atoms that comprise the waist section of
FeMo-cofactor could bind substrate.17-23 These six Fe atoms
are contained in three symmetrically (C3) related [4Fe-4S] faces,
each of which might provide a location for substrate binding
and reduction.

We have presented evidence that alkyne substrates, such as
propargyl alcohol, (HCtCCH2OH), bind to one [4Fe-4S] face
of FeMo-cofactor composed of Fe atoms 2, 3, 6, and 7. This
face of the FeMo-cofactor is approached by a Val-residue at
position 70 of theR-subunit (Figure 1). Substitution of this
residue by amino acids with smaller side chains, like Ala, results
in a MoFe protein that is able to reduce larger alkynes, including
propyne (HCtCCH3) to propene (H2CdCHCH3) and propargyl
alcohol to allyl alcohol (H2CdCCH2OH).24 A reasonable
conclusion from these results is that these substrates bind to
the FeS face approached byR-70Val. An intermediate state with
the FeMo-cofactor in anS) 1/2 state was freeze-trapped during
propargyl alcohol reduction. Characterization by electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear double reso-
nance (ENDOR) spectroscopies18,25 definitively assigned the
cluster of the intermediate as binding the allyl alcohol reduction

product as a ferracyclopropane (Scheme 1). This assignment
was subsequently confirmed by studies of the pH dependence
of the reaction26 and DFT computations,19 which further
identified as the binding site, Fe6 of the cofactor FeS face
approached byR-70Val. It is reasonable to extend the binding
site and mode of binding found with propargyl alcohol to the
binding of other alkynes.

More recently, we found that increasing the size of the side
chain at positionR-70, through substitution ofR-70Val by Ile,
significantly restricts both the reduction of alkyne substrates,
including acetylene, and the reduction of N2.27 As theR-70Ile

MoFe protein retains full proton reduction activity, this restric-
tion does not reflect perturbations of cluster reactivity or of
electron delivery; instead these observations suggest that N2 and
alkynes both bind to the FeS face composed of Fe atoms 2, 3,
6, and 7 (Figure 1). We here report that the FeMo-cofactor of
the R-70Ile MoFe protein converts to anS ) 1/2, EPR-active
state during H+ reduction/H2 evolution. This intermediate state
has been freeze-trapped and characterized by1,2H ENDOR
spectroscopy. These measurements show that the cofactor of
this state covalently binds two chemically equivalent H+/-, and
give the first experimental insights into the structure of an
intermediate formed during H2 evolution catalyzed by nitroge-
nase.

Experimental Procedures

Protein Purification and Activity Assays. An AzotobacterVine-
landii strain (DJ1373) expressing theR-70Ile variant MoFe protein was
constructed using a site-directed mutagenesis and gene replacement
protocol as previously described.28 The wild-type andR-70Ile variant
MoFe proteins were purified using a poly-His metal affinity chroma-
tography system described earlier.29 The wild-type Fe protein compo-
nent of nitrogenase was purified essentially as previously described.30

All manipulations of proteins were conducted in septum-sealed serum
vials under an argon atmosphere, and all anaerobic liquid and gas
transfers were performed using gastight syringes. Acetylene reduction
and H2 evolution activities were determined as described earlier.31,32

NH3 formation from the reduction of N2 was quantified using a liquid
chromatographic-fluorescence method witho-phthalaldehyde mer-
captoethanol as previously described.26,33

Preparation of Nonturnover and Turnover MoFe Proteins
Samples for EPR.Resting-state MoFe protein (100µM) samples were
made in 100 mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.0) with 30 mM sodium dithionite
(Na2S2O4) under 1 atm of Ar. Nitrogenase turns over and reduces
protons when electrons are supplied in the absence of other substrates.
Nitrogenase turnover samples were prepared by the addition of the Fe
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Figure 1. Proposed constraints on substrate binding at the nitrogenase active
site. Shown is FeMo-cofactor (looking down from the Mo end with
homocitrate removed) and the side chain ofR-70Val (wild-type, PDB file
1M1N on left) orR-70Ile (on right) with dots added to show the van der
Waals surfaces for these amino acids. The arrows convey the relative
reduction activities for H+, N2 and C2H2 as substrates, with solid arrows
indicating high rates of reduction and dashed arrows indicating diminished
rates of reduction. The figure was generated with the program PyMOL and
the color scheme is Fe in green, S in yellow, C in gray, N in blue, and the
Mo in magenta. The atom of unknown identity in the center of FeMo-
cofactor is shown in blue.

Scheme 1
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protein (50µM) to an anaerobic vial containing a solution of the MoFe
protein (100µM) in 100 mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.0) containing 30
mM sodium dithionite, 10 mM ATP, 15 mM MgCl2, 20 mM
phosphocreatine, 2 mg/mL bovine serum albumin, and 0.3 mg/mL
creatine phosphokinase. Catalytic proton reduction was allowed to
continue for ca. 20 s at room temperature, and then the sample was
placed in a standardized 4-mm quartz EPR tubes and quenched by
freezing in liquid N2.

Preparation of Turnover MoFe Proteins for ENDOR. Turnover
samples of theR-70Ile MoFe protein (150µM) were prepared in 100
mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.0, containing 5 mM ATP, 7.5 mM MgCl2, 30
mM phosphocreatine, 30 mM dithionite, 2 mg/mL BSA, and 0.3
mg/mL creatine phophokinase) and 75µM Fe protein. The reaction
was allowed to progress at room temperature (ca. 23°C) for ca. 20 s
and was quenched by freezing in liquid N2. Samples in D2O were
prepared similarly, except that all reaction components were made in
MOPS/D2O buffer and theR-70Ile MoFe protein was exchanged into
100 mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.0) containing 250 mM NaCl made in
D2O with pH adjustment using NaOD. These samples contained<7%
protic solvent resulting from carry over from the addition of the Fe
protein solution.

X-Band EPR Spectroscopy.X-band EPR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker ESP-300E spectrometer equipped with an ER 4116 dual-
mode X-band cavity including an Oxford Instruments ESR-900 helium
flow cryostat. EPR spectra were recorded at a modulation frequency
of 100 kHz, a modulation amplitude of 1.26 mT (12.6 G), a sweep
rate of 10 mT/s, and a microwave frequency of approximately 9.65
GHz (with the precise value recorded for each spectrum to ensure exact
g alignment). All spectra were recorded at 8 K and a microwave power
of 2.0 mW, with each trace being the sum of five scans, unless stated
otherwise in figure legends. The program IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR) was used for all subsequent manipulation of spectral
data.

ENDOR Spectroscopy.Q band (35GHz) cw EPR and ENDOR
spectra were recorded on a modified Varian E-110 spectrometer
equipped with a helium immersion dewar at 2 K under “rapid passage”
condition using 100-kHz field modulation.34 Q-band Mims three-pulse
ENDOR spectra, pulse sequence,tmw-τ-tmw-T(rf)-tmw-τ-echo,35

were obtained at 2 K on alocally constructed spectrometer.36

In first order, the1H ENDOR spectrum of a proton coupled to anS
) 1/2 spin center (single orientation) is a doublet with frequencies given
by

Here, νH is the proton Larmor frequency andA is the orientation-
dependent hyperfine coupling constant of the coupled nucleus. Complete
nuclear hyperfine tensors are derived from frozen-solution samples
through simulation of two-dimensional (2D) field-frequency plots
composed of multiple ENDOR spectra taken across the EPR envelope
of the paramagnetic species under study, following published
procedures.37-40 The hyperfine tensor is defined by the principal tensor
components, [A1, A2, A3], and the relative orientation of the tensor-
frame with respect tog-frame, defined by Euler angles, [æ, θ, ψ].41

Results

EPR Characterization of the Resting and Turnover States
of the R-70Ile MoFe Protein. The dithionite-reduced, resting
state of FeMo-cofactor in the wild-type MoFe protein exhibits
a rhombicS ) 3/2 EPR spectrum withg values of 4.32, 3.64,
and 2.00 (Figure 2, trace 1).42 The resting state of theR-70Ile

MoFe protein shows two overlappingS) 3/2 EPR signals from
the FeMo-cofactor, with slight differences in the rhombicity of
their g tensors (Figure 2, trace 3). As expected, the power-
saturation and temperature dependences of the resting-state
FeMo-cofactor signal are indistinguishable for the resting states
of the wild-type andR-70Ile MoFe proteins, with the signal
intensities displaying a Curie-law-dependent decrease with
increasing temperature from 4 K, Figure 3.

When the wild-type MoFe protein is trapped during turnover
under Ar (H+ reduction), this EPR signal is observed to diminish
in intensity, consistent with the conversion to a more reduced,
EPR-silent state (Figure 2, trace 2).43,44When theR-70Ile MoFe
protein is trapped during turnover under Ar (H+ reduction), the
resting-state FeMo-cofactor EPR signal is instead changed to a
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Figure 2. EPR spectra of wild-type andR-70Ile MoFe proteins in the resting
and turnover states. Resting state EPR spectra are shown for the wild-type
(trace 1) andR-70Ile (trace 3) MoFe proteins. Also shown are spectra for
turnover states during H2 evolution for the wild-type (trace 2) andR-70Ile

(trace 4) MoFe proteins. Numbers noted near the inflections areg values
for the EPR absorption peaks. All samples contained 100µM MoFe and
are scaled the same. Other conditions are presented in the Experimental
Procedures section.
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novelS) 1/2 rhombic EPR signal withg values, (g1, g2, g3) )
(2.14, 2.00, 1.96) (Figure 2, trace 4). Smaller inflections atg )
2.07 and in theg ≈ 1.93-1.90 region arise from the [4Fe-4S]1+

cluster of the Fe protein.
The temperature and power dependence of the EPR signal

for this new state are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
This signal decreases in intensity with increasing temperature
in a Curie-like fashion (Figure 3). TheS ) 1/2 intermediate
saturates at much lower microwave power than theS ) 3/2
resting state, as shown by the nonlinear dependence of the
relative peak height on the square root of the applied microwave
power for the former, as compared to the linear power
dependence of theS ) 3/2 resting states of both the wild-type
and R-70Ile MoFe proteins (Figure 4). The properties of the
trapped proton turnover state are similar to those of the trapped

allyl alcohol adduct.25 As theg values and saturation behavior
appear to be characteristic of intermediates in which a substrate/
product/inhibitor is bound to the FeMo-cofactor,25,45-48 it
suggests that one or more protons/hydrides (H+/-) may be bound
in the turnoverR-70Ile MoFe protein.

pH Dependence of Proton Reduction.Given that protons
are the only available substrate for the formation of the EPR-
detectable intermediate observed here, the effect of pH on the
formation of its EPR signal was examined. The pH dependence
of the H+ turnover EPR signal from theR-70Ile MoFe protein
mirrors the pH dependence for proton reduction activity in both
the wild-type andR-70Ile MoFe proteins (Figure 5, panel B),
with maximal intensity at pH 7.0 (Figure 5, panel A). Interest-
ingly, the R-70Ile MoFe protein shows a slightly more pro-
nounced decline in proton reduction activity with increasing pH
when compared to the wild-type MoFe protein. Overall, how-
ever, the similarity in the pH profiles is compatible with similar
mechanisms for H+ reduction in mutant and wild-type enzyme.

(45) Ryle, M. J.; Lee, H. I.; Seefeldt, L. C.; Hoffman, B. M.Biochemistry2000,
39, 1114-1119.

(46) Hwang, J. C.; Chen, C. H.; Burris, R. H.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1973,
292, 256-270.

(47) Davis, L. C.; Henzl, M. T.; Burris, R. H.; Orme-Johnson, W. H.
Biochemistry1979, 18, 4860-4869.

(48) Sorlie, M.; Christiansen, J.; Dean, D. R.; Hales, B. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1999, 121, 9457-9458.

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of EPR signals for theR-70Ile MoFe
protein. EPR signal intensities at temperatures from 5.6 to 14 K for theS
) 1/2 turnover intermediate (g ) 2.14 inflection,O) and for the resting
state (g ) 4.50 inflection,]). The peak intensities, relative to the maximal
intensities, are plotted against inverse temperature (K).Conditions: Mi-
crowave power, 20µW for the turnover sample and 500µW for the resting-
state sample; all other parameters were as described in the Experimental
Procedures.

Figure 4. Microwave power dependence of the EPR signals for wild-type
and R-70Ile MoFe proteins. EPR signal intensities were determined at a
constant temperature of 5.6 K at microwave powers ranging from 0.021 to
1 mW for the g ) 4.50 inflection of theR-70Ile MoFe protein under
nonturnover conditions (0), for the g ) 4.32 inflection of the wild-type
MoFe protein under nonturnover conditions (O), and for theg ) 2.14
inflection of theR-70Ile MoFe protein under turnover conditions with protons
as substrate (9). The peak intensities, relative to the maximal intensities,
are plotted against the square root of the microwave power (µW).
Conditions:See Experimental Procedures.

Figure 5. pH dependences for proton interaction with theR-70Ile MoFe
protein. (Panel A) The pH dependence of theR-70Ile proton turnover EPR
signal (g ) 2.14) intensity is shown (b). (Panel B) The pH dependence on
the specific activity of proton reduction activity is shown for the wild-type
(0) and theR-70Ile (9) MoFe proteins. Reaction conditions for both the
EPR samples and H+ reduction activity assays are specified in Experimental
Procedures.
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ENDOR Spectroscopy.Figure 6 A and Figure 7 (bottom
spectrum) show single-crystal-like Q-band1H cw ENDOR
spectrum obtained nearg3 ) 1.96 of theR-70Ile MoFe protein
S ) 1/2 turnover intermediate; the top spectrum of Figure 7
shows the single-crystal-like spectrum nearg1 ) 2.14. Both
spectra reveal two resolved1H doublets with remarkably large
hyperfine couplings:A1(g3) ) 33 MHz, A2(g3) ) 25 MHz.
Such large hyperfine interactions of1H coupled to the cofactor
spin are unprecedented and require that the two protons/hydrides
(H+/-) are bound directly to the FeMo-cofactor; this is confirmed
by the presence of a large isotropic hyperfine coupling for both
(vide infra). For comparison, thelargestcouplings to the protons
of the allyl alcohol bound to the cofactor in the intermediate
formed during turnover of theR-70Ala MoFe protein with
propargyl alcohol, which itself is quite large, isAmax ) 22.5
MHz,18 and thelargestcouplings to the protons of the acetylene
bound to the cofactor in the turnover state of theR-195Gln

MoFe protein is onlyAmax≈ 18 MHz.49 When theR-70Ile MoFe
protein is turned over in D2O buffer, the two corresponding2H
signals appear, indicating that the two resolved1H doublets
are solvent-exchangeable and indeed arise from two bound
H+/- (Figure 6 B).

To determine the full hyperfine tensors for the two H+/-, we
generated a 2D field-frequency ENDOR pattern comprising
numerous spectra collected across the EPR envelope (Figure
7). The two1H signals are quite distinct near both theg1 andg3

single-crystal positions, but they split and overlap substantially
at intermediate fields. As a consequence of this complicated
2D pattern, we must consider two different interpretations, which
differ in how one assigns the signals atg1 andg3.

In scenario “A”, the patterns of1H1 and1H2 ‘cross’ at inter-
mediate fields, such thatA1(g1) < A2(g1) but A1(g3) > A2(g3)
(Figure 7). In this scenario, a very successful simulation of the
2D pattern is obtained as the overlap of signals with hyperfine

tensors that have essentially the same principal values for1H1
and1H2 (Table 1); Figure 7 superimposes the experimental spec-
tra with calculated sums of simulations with these two tensors.

The implication of equal principal values can be recognized
by recalling that the hyperfine coupling tensor,A, for a nucleus
associated with a multinuclear spin-coupled cluster can be
written as a sum over the nuclear interactions with the electron
spins of the individual ions in the absence of spin coupling,Ai,
as weighted by the vector-coupling coefficients of the ions
(Ki);50,51

We suggest it would require a fortuitous circumstance to find
(49) Lee, H.-I.; Sorlie, M.; Christiansen, J.; Song, R.; Dean, D. R.; Hales, B. J.;

Hoffman, B. M.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2000, 122, 5582-5587.

Figure 6. Q-band1/2H ENDOR at∼g3 ()1.96) of theR-70Ile MoFe protein
turnover intermediate. (A) cw ENDOR of the intermediate in H2O buffer
and (B) Mims ENDOR of the intermediate in H2O/D2O buffer. Open
triangles indicate the frequencies of Mims holes.Experimental Condi-
tions: (A) Microwave frequency, 35.139 GHz; modulation amplitude, 1.3
G; rf scan speed, 1.5 MHz/s; temperature, 2 K; the bandwidth of the rf
excitation was broadened to 60 kHz. (B) Microwave frequency, 34.85 GHz;
microwave pulse width, 52 ns;τ ) 480 ns; rf pulse width, 30 ms; repetition
rate, 50 Hz; temperature, 2 K.

Figure 7. Q-band1H CW ENDOR of theR-70Ile MoFe protein turnover
intermediate. Experimental data (s) and numerical simulation for scenario
A (‚‚‚). Simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Onlyν- branch (eq 2)
of a simulated spectrum is displayed because nuclear relaxation effects
distort features of theν+ branch. Curves connecting spectra at different
g-values are added to guide the eye through the 2D plot.Experimental
Conditions:same as in Figure 6 A.

A ) ∑KiAi; ∑Ki ) 1 (3)
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the same tensor sum forA of two different types of1H+/-. Hence
we infer that H1 and H2 are bound in achemically equiValent
manner.

The two1H tensors both have large isotropic and anisotropic
contributions, summed to give a distinctive form forA: when
the principal values are arranged in increasing magnitude, one
sees thatA ≈ [a, 2a, 3a], wherea ≈ 10-11 MHz. As a result,
the tensors can be decomposed into the sum of a large isotropic
coupling,Aiso ) 24.3, 22.3 MHz for H1 and H2, respectively,
plus a large and almost completely rhombic anisotropic term,
T ≈ [-t, 0, t], wheret ≈ 10-12 MHz, Table 1.

Although 1H1 and1H2 have the same principal values and
thus presumably have equivalent bonds to the cofactor, their
hyperfine tensors are oriented differently relative to theg tensor.
It is important to emphasize that the relative orientations of the
two, otherwise equivalent, tensors are unusually well defined
in the present study.

In the simplest analysis, the tensors are coaxial (Figure S1
A), (Euler angles with respect tog-frame of [æ ) 0°, θ ) 25°
ψ ) 10°]) but with their principal values permuted: (A1 r A2

r A3 r A1). Given the numerous elements of three-fold
symmetry displayed by the cofactor, it is perhaps useful to
recognize that one way for such a permutation to occur would
be if the two1H were related by a 120° rotation about a trigonal
axis through a face of an octahedron, as illustrated in Figure
S1 C and Figure 10A (below). Because of a degeneracy in the
correspondence between ENDOR frequencies and the molecular
orientation relative to the external field, the analysis in fact
allows H1 and H2 to have tensor orientations relative to the
g-frame of [æ ) 0, θ ) (25° ψ ) (10°].52 If, for simplicity,
we ignore the small rotation,ψ,53 then the data permits two
relatiVe orientations ofA1/T1 andA2/T2: coaxial (Figure S1
A) andA1/T1 rotated relative toA2/T2 by θ ) 50° (Figure S1
B). In any case, the unit vector along the nearly zero component
of T (denotede2) of H1 is orthogonal to that of H2.

In a second scenario, “B”, the patterns of1H1 and1H2 do
not “cross” at intermediate fields:A1(g1) > A2(g1) andA1(g3)
> A2(g3). The best simulation of the 2D pattern with this
scenario, Figure S2, is obtained as the overlap of signals from
two H+/-, with hyperfine tensors that again both have large
isotropic components,Aiso ) 24.7, 21.7 MHz for H1 and H2,
respectively, but have noticeably different anisotropic compo-

nents: T for 1H1 is roughly axial,T ≈ [t, -2t, t], where 2t )
18.6 MHz; andT for 1H2 again is largely rhombic, Table 1.
However, the registry of observed and calculated features in
the overlap spectra generated in this scenario, Figure S2, is
substantially poorer than that of scenario A. Therefore the focus
of interpretation will be on scenario A, with little further
reference to B.

Discussion

We have reported the preparation and enzymatic properties
of the R-70Ile MoFe protein,27 and have now trapped and
characterized by1,2H ENDOR spectroscopy a remarkable
intermediate with two H+/- bound in achemically equiValent
manner to the FeMo-cofactor during H+ reduction. Surprisingly,
it is more challenging to deduce the binding mode for these
two 1H through ENDOR studies than it was to define that of
allyl alcohol,18 partly because there is less background data on
model compounds, and partly because we have no a priori
knowledge about the proximity of the two1H. As the intermedi-
ate formed during proton reduction is EPR-active (S ) 1/2), it
must have acquired an even number of electrons during turnover
with respect to the resting state (S ) 3/2) and thus at least has
accumulated the elements of H2 (i.e. two electrons and the two
protons). In the Thorneley-Lowe kinetic model54 for nitroge-
nase catalysis, it is postulated that reduction of the FeMo-
cofactor involves proton-coupled electron transfer and that H2

can be lost from either a doubly reduced (E2) or quadruply
reduced (E4) state. Given that the turnover sample was prepared
under conditions of low electron flux, with the Fe:MoFe protein
ratio of only 0.5:1, if the trappedS ) 1/2 state of the FeMo-
cofactor under study is a true reaction intermediate, it is likely
to correspond to the E2 state.

Why does the cofactor of theR-70Ile MoFe protein accumulate
two electrons and two protons, the elements of H2, without
promptly yielding H2? It is not because the amino acid
substitution has altered the rate-limiting step for H2 produc-
tion: the overall rate of H+ reduction in this protein is normal.
This is consistent with the earlier conclusion that the overall
rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle of nitrogenase is the
dissociation of the Fe protein from the MoFe protein at the end
of each cycle,54,55which is unlikely to be perturbed by theR-70Ile

alteration. The buildup of the bound intermediate might reflect
either thermodynamic or kinetic consequences of theR-70Ile

alteration. In the former case, theR-70Ile substitution might be
stabilizing the intermediate state. In the latter case, theR-70Ile

substitution may have introduced a kinetic barrier after the
formation of this intermediate, thereby allowing its buildup and
freeze-trapping. Such a kinetic effect of theR-70Ile substitution
might involve alteration of the flux of either H+ or e- to the
catalytic site, or blocking a subsequent step in the mechanism.

We now discuss structural implications of EPR data for the
resting-state of theR-70Ile MoFe protein and of the turnover
intermediate. Next, we consider possible sites for the binding
of a single H+/- and the characteristics that might be expected
of them in an ENDOR experiment. With this foundation, we
examine models for the trapped state with two H+/-, attempting
to find the one(s) that best fit(s) the ENDOR results within the

(50) Mouesca, J. M.; Noodleman, L.; Case, D. A.; Lamotte, B.Inorg. Chem.
1995, 34, 4347-4359.

(51) Noodleman, L.; Peng, C. Y.; Case, D. A.; Mouesca, J. M.Coord. Chem.
ReV. 1995, 144, 199-244.

(52) Of course, in proper definitions of the Euler angles, negative values ofθ
are not valid, and are used here for clarity; the proper equivalent Euler
rotations involve multiple angles.

(53) Not necessary for simulations.

(54) Thorneley, R. N. F.; Lowe, D. J. InMolybdenum Enzymes; Spiro, T. G.,
Ed.; Wiley-Interscience: New York, 1985; Vol. 7, pp 89-116.

(55) Hageman, R. V.; Burris, R. H.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.1978, 75,
2699-2702.

Table 1. 1H Hyperfine Tensors of Proton/Hydride Bound to the
R-70Ile FeMo-Cofactor during Turnover

scenarioa 1H
hyperfine tensorb

(MHz)
Aiso

(MHz)
T

(MHz)
Euler angles

(deg)

A 1H1 11(1), 25(2), 37(1) 24.3-13.3, 0.7, 12.7 0, 25, 10
1H2 33(1), 10(1), 24(2) 22.3 10.7,-12.3, 1.7 0, 25, 0

B 1H1 33(1), 6(2), 35(1) 24.7 8.3,-18.6, 10.3 0, 25, 25
1H2 11(2), 24(2), 30(2) 21.7-10.7, 2.3, 8.3 0, 35, 0

a Two possible interpretations of1H ENDOR. Scenario A better describes
the observed data than senario B.b Hyperfine tensor) Aiso1+ T (1 is unit
matrix). The relative signs of components is fixed by the simulations, but
the absolute signs of the hyperfine couplings are not determined; thus, we
have let the signs of the hyperfine tensors be positive.
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context of the biochemical data. For convenience, the ENDOR
results presented above are summarized in the Supporting
Information. Finally, we consider some implications of these
findings for the catalytic mechanism of nitrogenase.

EPR Spectra of Trapped States.The substitution of Ile for
Val at positionR-70 in the MoFe protein results in a slight
alteration of the resting state FeMo-cofactor EPR spectrum
(Figure 2, trace 3). The spectrum has two overlappingS ) 3/2
signals from two sub-states in which the paramagnetic center
differs in rhombicity. The observation of two different sub-states
in the resting state is likely to be due to the presence of two
major conformations of the larger Ile side chain,slightlyaltering
the electronic nature of the EPR center. Similar changes to the
g ≈ 3.5-4.5 region of the EPR spectra of the resting state have
been observed with the addition of the substrate C2H2 or the
inhibitor CtN- to the wild-type MoFe protein56 and the MoFe
protein having altered amino acids atR-96Arg, a residue very
nearR-70Val.57 Likewise, similar variations have been seen in
the resting-state EPR spectrum of theR-277His MoFe protein
variant where His has been substituted for Arg.58

When theR-70Ile MoFe protein is trapped during reduction
of H+ to H2, we observe the EPR spectrum of a novelS ) 1/2
state (Figure 2, trace 4). Earlier studies on wild-type and altered
MoFe proteins also trappedS) 1/2 intermediates during turnover
with substrates or inhibitors such as CO, CS2, C2H2, or propargyl
alcohol.25,45,49,59These intermediates all have EPR signals in
the g ≈ 2 region and have similar, but not identical,g tensors
(Table 2).

Modes of Individual Proton/Hydride Binding to the FeMo-
Cofactor. The FeMo-cofactor presents at least five types of H+/-

binding mode that must be considered, as presented in Figure
8: (a) terminal hydride bound to an Fe of the face, (b) hydride
bound to the terminal Mo, (c) proton bound to aµ2-bridging
sulfide, (d) proton bound to aµ3-bridging sulfide, and (e)µ2-
hydride bridging two Fe ions within the face. We here describe
what little is known and what might be expected for the
hyperfine interaction of each of these modes. We then consider
how these modes might be combined in the intermediate,60 as
well as models in which H1 and H2 bind to the same site.

(a) Terminal Hydride at Fe. The only paramagnetic terminal
M-H that has been studied, to our knowledge, is H-Co(CO)4
(S ) 1/2).61-63 The odd electron of the Co0(d9) is in the dz2

orbital; H- lies along thez-axis and has large isotropic and small
axial anisotropic components. If the hydride were to be bound
with similar covalency, to a high-spin ion (S), the isotropic term
would be reduced by the factor (2S)-1 64 while the anisotropic
term would not,65 and thus the relative magnitudes of the two
contributions could be in line with what we observe. However,
the symmetry ofT would not. The anisotropic1H coupling for
H- bound to a trigonal (Fe3+-H-) site of the cofactor would
depend on whether the Fe ion is high-spin, Figure 8, a1, or
low-spin, Figure 8, a2. A high-spin Fe3+ has a spherically
symmetric spin distribution andT would be axial, unlike the
rhombic1H couplings ofScenarioA. If Fe3+ is low-spin (S )
1/2), T would depend on the orbital occupied by the single
“electron-hole”. If the hole spin is in dx2-y2, dxy or dz2, and thus
T would be axial and not in agreement with the analysis of
scenario A. For the hole spin in dxz or dyz, T would not be
precisely axial, but formulas given by Snetsinger and Chas-
teen66,67 show that the1H anisotropic coupling of this case for
the appropriate Fe-H- distance ofg1.2 Å would be roughly
axial. This is borne out by computations for the hydride bound
to the Ni-Fe binuclear center of Ni-Fe hydrogenase,68 although

(56) McLean, P. A.; True, A.; Nelson, M. J.; Lee, H. I.; Hoffman, B. M.; Orme-
Johnson, W. H.J. Inorg. Biochem.2003, 93, 18-32.

(57) Benton, P. M.; Mayer, S. M.; Shao, J.; Hoffman, B. M.; Dean, D. R.;
Seefeldt, L. C.Biochemistry2001, 40, 13816-13825.

(58) Shen, J.; Dean, D. R.; Newton, W. E.Biochemistry1997, 36, 4884-4894.
(59) Lee, H.-I.; Cameron, L. M.; Hales, B. J.; Hoffman, B. M.J. Am. Chem.

Soc.1997, 119, 10121-10126.
(60) We note that the two distinguishable, although chemically equivalent,

protons detected by ENDOR spectroscopy necessarily represent two distinct
proton-binding sites, but the data do not preclude the possibility that we
are studying two populations of intermediate, each with a single 1H bound.

(61) Fairhurst, S. A.; Morton, J. R.; Preston, K. F.J. Magn. Reson.1983, 55,
453-459.

(62) Poli, R. InRecent AdVances in Hydride Chemistry; Peruzzini, M., Poli,
R., Eds.; Elsevier Science B. V.: Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2001; pp 139-
188.

(63) A Mo-trihydride has been studied by Poli and co-workers.
(64) Atherton, N. M.Principles of Electron Spin Resonance; Ellis Horwood:

New York, 1993.
(65) Hutchison, C. A., Jr.; McKay, D. B.J. Chem. Phys.1977, 66, 3311-3330.
(66) Snetsinger, P. A.; Chasteen, N. D.; van Willigen, H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.

1990, 112, 8155-8160.
(67) Our computations employ minor corrections supplied by Prof. Chasteen.
(68) Brecht, M.; van Gastel, M.; Buhrke, T.; Friedrich, B.; Lubitz, W.J. Am.

Chem. Soc.2003, 125, 13075-13083.

Table 2. g Tensor Components of Nitrogenase Intermediates
under Turnover Conditions with Substrate/Inhibitor

substrate/
inhibitor

MoFe
proteinsa g tensor refs

CO WT (lo-CO) 2.09, 1.97, 1.93 59
WT (hi-CO) 2.17, 2.06, 2.06

CS2 WT (a) 2.035, 1.982, 1.973 45
WT (b) 2.111, 2.022, 1.956
WT (c) 2.211, 1.996, 1.978

C2H2 R-195Gln 2.12, 1.98, 1.95 49
HC≡CCH2OH R-70Ala 2.123, 1.998, 1.986 25
H+ R-70Ile 2.14, 2.00, 1.96 current work

a The label in parentheses indicates a specific intermediate state among
the multiple states generated during the turnover states.

Figure 8. Possible modes of a proton/hydride binding to the FeMo-cofactor.
(a) Terminal hydride bound to an Fe, (b) a hydride bound to the terminal
Mo, (c) a proton bound to aµ2-bridging sulfide, (d) a proton bound to a
µ3-bridging sulfide, (e) aµ2-hydride bridging two Fe ions.
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the experimental tensor is more rhombic than the calculated
one.69 Therefore, it is unlikely that either a high- or low-spin
terminal (Fe3+-H-) would give rise to the1H hyperfine tensors
determined with the analysis of Scenario A.

(b) Terminal Hydride at Mo. An η1-terminal hydride bound
to the Mo ion, (Mo5+-H-), Figure 8 b, would have a d1

configuration. Again, the1H tensor would depend on the orbital
bearing this electron, but it would be expected thatT would be
axial or largely so. Hence, this mode of binding also does not
appear to suit the observed1H tensor of Scenario A.

(c) Protonated Sulfide.Protonation of aµ2-(S)2- to form a
[Fe-(SH)--Fe] fragment at the cluster waist is chemically
attractive (Figure 8 c). Although we know of no case where an
[FenSm] cluster actually binds protons when at least one Fe ion
is in the ferric state, many model compounds with two metal
ions bridged by one or more (SH)- are known (Figure 8 c).70

Our studies ofS ) 1/2 mixed-valence di-iron centers with
antiferromagnetically coupled FeIII (S ) 5/2) and FeII (S ) 2)
Fe ions71,72 show that the proton on a bridging (OH)- has a
rhombic dipolar interaction with the Fe ions,T, as seen here,
and the formulas that describe theT for the proton on a bridging
(XH)- show thatT for the coupling of a [Fe-(SH)--Fe]
fragment also would be rhombic (see Supporting Information
for considerations of the anistropic1H hyperfine tensors for
protonatedµ2- and µ3-sulfides). More than counterbalancing
these factors, however, the [Fe-(OH)-Fe] proton has negligible
isotropic hyperfine coupling, in sharp contrast to the two H+/-

seen here. To our knowledge, only one EPR study of paramag-
netic [Fe-(SH)n-Fe],n ) 1, 2, models has been published, by
Keizer et al.73 It also shows small isotropic couplings to the1H
(∼6 MHz, n ) 1; ∼4 MHz, n ) 2) and if the (SH)- in the
cofactor bridges high-spin ions, as is likely (but unlike the
model), these values would be further reduced by (2S)-1 factors.
In addition, we note that the spin densities on the X2- of the
[Fe2-Se2]+ cluster (X ) Se) reconstituted into a ferredoxin,74

of the [Fe4-S4]+ cluster (X ) S) of aconitase,75 and of the
resting-state Fe-Mo cofactor76 all have small hyperfine coup-
lings to X and, hence, small net spin densities, just as with
hydroxo and oxo bridges in the hydroxo-bridged diiron centers.
Thus, [Fe-(SH)--Fe] is not likely to yield the observed large
1H isotropic coupling, and we currently disfavor such an
assignment for H1 or H2; studies of model compounds will test
this inference. Note that this objection applies tobothscenarios
for the interpretation of the 2D ENDOR plots.

(d) Bridging Hydrides. Numerous M-(H)n-M model
structures (Figure 8 e), are known,77-83 but only theS ) 1/2

[Fe-(H)n-Fe], n ) 1, 2, paramagnetic model compounds of
Keizer et al.73 provide any background information for our
analysis. The isotropic couplings for the bridging1H are large
and could fall into the range observed when diminished by the
(2S)-1 factors for a bridge between high-spin ions (see above).
Calculations forT based on the likely geometry of such a
fragment as incorporated into the analytical formula for H-

bridging two high-spin Fe ions71 suggest that the observed
rhombic T could be achieved by a bridging hydride at the
appropriate Fe-H distances (∼1.5-1.6 Å) from nonpoint-dipole
Fe spins.66 Thus, we consider this to be a potentially viable
model for interpretation of the ENDOR data. The principal-
axis directions ofT have the same characteristics as for bridging
(SH)- (see Supporting Information).

Models for the S ) 1/2 Turnover-Intermediate State with
Two Bound Protons/Hydrides.The two1H hyperfine tensors
for the S ) 1/2 trapped state have the same principal values,
according to the preferred interpretation of the ENDOR data,
scenario A, and from this we have inferred that the two H+/-

are bound in a chemically equivalent fashion. As displayed in
eq 3, theA tensor for a bound1H depends not only on its
chemical environment, as manifested in the hyperfine interac-
tions,Ai, but also on the spin-coupling coefficients of the cluster
metal ions,Ki. In the following discussions we disfavor models
which would require “accidental” equivalence of spin-coupling
parameters that are not intrinsically correlated. In particular, we
discuss only models with two hydrogenic species of the same
type.

(i) Models with Two Protonated Sulfides.We argue above
that a protonated sulfide would not have a sufficiently large
value of Aiso to match the experimentally derived values for
H1 and H2. Additional considerations lead us to further dis-
favor models (Figure 9 A) for the cluster state with two
equivalent protonated sulfides: in order for1H1 and 1H2 of
two [Fe-(SH)--Fe] units to have the same, rhombic, dipolar
couplings would require that the iron ions fortuitously have the
samepair of vector-coupling coefficients; tensor orientations
also present a difficulty, as discussed in the Supporting
Information.

(ii) Hydride Models. The above discussions of the hyperfine
tensor for such a model suggest that any state with two terminal
hydrides is unlikely, as neither (Fe3+-H-) nor (Mo5+-H-) is
expected to have the observed rhombic hyperfine tensor. In
addition, for such an assignment to give identical principal
values for H1 and H2, the two metal ions would be required to
fortuitously have the same vector-coupling coefficients. Thus,
modelsB1 and B2 (Figure 9), with two such moieties, are
disfavored.

Models in which two hydrides (B3 in Figure 9) bridge two
pairs of Fe ions at the waist (B3a and B3b in Figure S4) or
three connected Fe ions (B3c and B3d in Figure S4) appear
capable of exhibiting the hyperfine tensors we have measured,
provided that the two pairs of Fe ions inB3a andB3b, or the

(69) Foerster, S.; Stein, M.; Brecht, M.; Ogata, H.; Higuchi, Y.; Lubitz, W.J.
Am. Chem. Soc.2003, 125, 83-93.

(70) Leggate, E. J.; Bill, E.; Essigke, T.; Ullmann, G. M.; Hirst, J.Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2004, 101, 10913-10918.

(71) DeRose, V. J.; Liu, K. E.; Lippard, S. J.; Hoffman, B. M.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1996, 118, 121-134.

(72) Smoukov, S. K.; Quaroni, L.; Wang, X.; Doan, P. E.; Hoffman, B. M.;
Que, L., Jr.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 2595-2603.

(73) Keizer, P. N.; Krusic, P. J.; Morton, J. R.; Preston, K. F.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1991, 113, 5454-5456.

(74) Orme-Johnson, W. H.; Hansen, R. E.; Beinert, H.; Tsibris, J. C.;
Bartholomaus, R. C.; Gunsalus, I. C.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.1968,
60, 368-372.

(75) Werst, M. M.; Kennedy, M. C.; Houseman, A. L. P.; Beinert, H.; Hoffman,
B. M. Biochemistry1990, 29, 10533-10540.

(76) Venters, R. A.; Nelson, M. J.; McLean, P. A.; True, A. E.; Levy, M. A.;
Hoffman, B. M.; Orme-Johnson, W. H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1986, 108,
3487-3498.

(77) Ohki, Y.; Suzuki, H.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.2000, 39, 3120-3122.
(78) Bazhenova, T. A.; Kachapina, L. M.; Shilov, A. E.; Antipin, M. Y.;

Struchkov, Y. T.J. Organomet. Chem.1992, 428, 107-123.

(79) Bottcher, H. C.; Graf, M.; Merzweiler, K.; Wagner, C.J. Org. Chem.2001,
628, 144-150.

(80) Boncella, J. M.; Green, M. L. H.J. Org. Chem.1987, 52, 217-231.
(81) Ohki, Y.; Kojima, T.; Oshima, M.; Suzuki, H.Organometallics2001, 20,

2654-2656.
(82) Boncella, J. M.; Green, M. L. H.; Ohare, D.J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commnun.

1986, 618-619.
(83) Dapporto, P.; Midollini, S.; Sacconi, L.Inorg. Chem. Commun.1975, 14,

1643-1650.
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“first” and “third” of the three Fe ions inB3c andB3d, have
the same vector-coupling coefficients. As it is possible that the
hydride bridges “induce” the proper spin-coupling scheme, we
believe that this model warrants further consideration. We
nonetheless note that models with bridging hydrides do not
appear to satisfy the experimentally derived relative orientations
of the hyperfine tensor for the two H- (Figure S3 A-C); the
arguments are similar to those presented regarding the orienta-
tion of T for an [Fe-(SH)--Fe] site (Supporting Information).
An alternate version of this model, withtwo hydrides bridging
the same pair of Fe ions (B3e in Figure S4), eliminates the
problem of “accidental” equality ofK’s, but it is even less likely
that this model could give the correct relative orientations of
H1 and H2 for the observed tensors (Figure S3 A).

An obvious way to avoid having to propose what might
be serendipitous values of spin-coupling coefficients on sev-

eral Fe ions, or pairs of Fe ions, is for1H1 and 1H2 to be
bound to a single metal ion. For Mo to form a di(or tri-)-hydride,
or dihydrogen-hydride (C1b, C2b, and C3b in Figure 9) it
would need to lose not one, but two (or three) of the resting-
state ligands or expand its coordination sphere. Examination of
Fe model structures discloses three such models for consider-
ation: Fe-trihydride (C1a in Figure 9), Fe-dihydride (C2a), and
Fe-dihydrogen-hydride (C3a).

Trihydrides of Fe (and Mo)62,84 (C1a) are well-known and
would provide a natural way to generate hyperfine tensors
related by a three-fold axis. If such a center were present, the
reduction state of the MoFe protein would presumably be E4

and not E2. Three hydrides bound to a waist Fe of the FeMo-
factor would have a six-coordinate pseudo-octahedral geometry

(84) Pleune, B.; Morales, D.; Meunier-Prest, R.; Richard, P.; Collange, E.;
Fettinger, J. C.; Poli, R.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1999, 121, 2209-2225.

Figure 9. Models for theR-70Ile MoFe protein turnover intermediate state. (A) models with two protonated sulfurs, (B) models with two hydrides, and (C)
models with poly-hydrogenic species bound to Fe. InB3, smaller bridging hydride represents second bridging hydride. See Figure S4.
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by releasing its bond to X, then the hydrides would be related
by a 120° rotation about the pseudo-trigonal axis through the
hydride face, as illustrated in Figure 10 A. This symmetry
element would permute the hyperfine components in a coaxial
fashion as observed in the scenario A simulation of the
experimental results. Likewise, the angle between the unit
vectors along the intermediate tensor components (e2) for H1
and H2 is near to 90° (also a requirement of the other two
possible orientations).

Unfortunately, to explain the observation of signals from only
two types of1H, this model requires two hydrides of the three
to be magnetically indistinguishable, so that these two together
give rise to one of the two1H signals detected. This is possible
only if the indistinguishable hydrides occupy positions that are
mirror-equivalent with respect to a plane of theg tensor
framework. However, the combination of relative orientations
between the hyperfine tensors and their absolute orientations
with respect to theg tensor frame appears to make this
impossible: this equivalence would require that the hyper-
fine frames make angles of 45° with respect to an axis plane
(g1-g2, etc.) of theg tensor, contrary to experiment.

Another structure with three hydrogenic species bound on
one Fe; a dihydrogen-hydride (C3c in Figure 9) also is well-
known.85,86 In these structures, the dihydrogen typically binds
quite unsymmetrically, with the hydride 90° away. However,

we cannot see how such a structure could give ENDOR patterns
associated with two1H that appear to be chemically equivalent
(equal hyperfine tensor components).

A six-coordinate pseudo-octahedral geometry might obtain
if a waist Fe were to bind two hydrides andretain its bond to
X, e.g., Figure 10 B. Alternatively, the terminal Fe (Fe1) might
achieve such a geometry simply by adding the two hydrides,
Figure 10 C. A di-hydride at a terminal Fe might be compatible
with the fact that the intermediate occurs only in the presence
of a mutation above the 4Fe face, if the intermediate builds up
because of a kinetic barrier after its formation, as discussed
above. Unfortunately there is no information from model
compounds about the hyperfine tensor expected for such centers,
and it isnot obvious that such centers could accommodate the
rhombicT of H1 and H2.

For completeness, we note that the assignment of the two
nonequivalent hydrides implied by scenario B, which we do
not favor, would be rather straightforward. In this scenario, H1
has an axial tensor and is assignable as a terminal hydride, while
H2 has a roughly rhombic tensor, and would be assignable as
a bridging hydride.

Summary

The R-70Ile MoFe protein shows undiminished ability to
reduce H+ but is severely compromised in the reduction of
acetylenic compounds and N2. These observations support the
proposal that both acetylenic compounds and N2 are reduced at
the Fe-2, -3, -6, -7 face of FeMo-cofactor. We here report that
the FeMo-cofactor of theR-70Ile MoFe protein converts to an
S) 1/2, EPR-active state during H+ reduction/H2 evolution. This
intermediate state has been freeze-trapped and characterized by
1,2H ENDOR spectroscopy. The ENDOR spectra show that the
turnover MoFe protein binds two H+/-. This finding is consistent
with an assignment of the intermediate as the E2 state formed
during the reduction of nitrogen, a state in which the cofactor
has accumulated the elements of H2; however, this remains to
be established.

The hyperfine tensors of the two H+/- have been determined
from 2D field-frequency plots of1H ENDOR spectra collected
across the EPR envelope of the intermediate. The tensors have
large isotropic components, which shows that the two H+/- are
covalently bound to theS) 1/2 cofactor cluster. In the favored
analysis for these2D plots (Figure 7 and Table 1), the principal
values of the hyperfine tensors of the two H+/- are the same,
within error, indicating that the two bound H+/- arechemically
equiValent. The two H+/- are not symmetry-equivalent, as they
give distinct ENDOR signals, but the tensors are related to each
other by a permutation of the tensor components, which must
reflect an underlying symmetry of binding relative to the
cofactor.

The observed hyperfine tensors for H1 and H2 have been
compared with those expected for various potential modes of
H+/- binding to the cofactor, based on limited data from
reference/model complexes. At present, no model for the
structure of the cofactor in theS ) 1/2 state trapped during
reduction of H+ can be shown unequivocally to satisfy all of
the constraints generated by the ENDOR analysis, as sum-

(85) Gusev, D. G.; Hubener, R.; Burger, P.; Orama, O.; Berke, H.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1997, 119, 3716-3731.

(86) Vandersluys, L. S.; Eckert, J.; Eisenstein, O.; Hall, J. H.; Huffman, J. C.;
Jackson, S. A.; Koetzle, T. F.; Kubas, G. J.; Vergamini, P. J.; Caulton, K.
G. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1990, 112, 4831-4841.

Figure 10. Binding models of hydrides to a single Fe ion with pseudo-
octahedral geometry. (A) Idealized model with facial-trihydride in an
octahedron satisfying permuting of1H hyperfine tensors, (B) model with
dihydride on a waist Fe, and (C) model with dihydride on the terminal Fe.
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marized in the Supporting Information. Nonetheless, the analysis
disfavors any model that involves protonation of sulfide(s). We
make this inference while recognizing that the few computations
that address proton-binding intermediates tend to favor proto-
nated sulfide;13,51,87 new computations which address our
ENDOR constraints will be required. The analysis thus suggests
that the intermediate instead contains two chemically equivalent
bound hydrides, which are unlikely to be terminal monohydrides.
Two models for the binding of H1 and H2 seem worthy of
additional consideration: an Fe-dihydride formed on an Fe of
the Fe-2, -3, -6, -7 face (Figure 10 C), two hydrides bridging
Fe ions (B3 in Figure 9 and Figure S4). Our suggestion that
hydrides bind to Fe in this trapped intermediate does not
preclude the possibility that H+/H- exhibit different modes of
binding to the FeMo-cofactor in other reaction steps or reduction
states.

These current studies will be extended by further ENDOR
experiments, not only studies of the enzyme but also of newly
emerging model compounds,20,23 and the problem will be

explored by new computations. In principle, hydrides might also
be detected, or ruled out, by infrared spectroscopy.88 Efforts to
establish the mode of binding for nitrogenous intermediates
related to nitrogen reduction also are under way in our
laboratories.
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